When Cuattro set out to design a brand new category of digital radiography, we began by asking questions. You answered. What we heard was surprisingly simple. “Better... for less, please. Perfect images and intuitive software. Reliable, with a web powered, Cloud based DICOM workflow. And one more thing… can you please make it for half the cost of those other big companies?” A big challenge, to be sure. But our talented team has been known for nearly 20 years for delivering what others deem impossible. Today, the challenge is met with CloudDR. Better and affordable.

CloudDR™ FRS digital radiography system
Better. Affordable.

get. store. view.

www.cuattro.com
CloudDR FRS features:

- Easy to move floor mounted tube stand and motorized detector stand movement helps improve productivity and optimize workflow
- Traditional floor mounted tube stand means no complicated learning curve for technologists
- Floor mounted design minimizes installation requirements
- Mobile table with 500lb patient capacity provides a full-featured system with maximum imaging capability and flexibility
- Available for use with CR or DR and customizable with any generator power, the FRS can be suited for the needs of any facility
- Motorized, elevating detector stand with removable grid configured for either CR or DR
- 11’ x 11’ Minimum floor space without mobile table use
- 13’ x 11’ Minimum floor space with mobile table use. Includes storage of mobile table when not in use
- 8’ Ceiling, minimum
- 120 Volt, 50/60Hz, 500 VA
- Certified manual collimator
- Mobile table 500lb patient capacity
- Customize your FRS by choosing any power generator. AEC, optional

A Smarter direction in Digital Radiography. Better and Affordable.

CloudDR offers the simple, beautiful, modern experience that healthcare providers and patients deserve, in an easy to use, easy to deploy form factor. CloudDR provides for nearly limitless flexibility to position patients for standing, sitting, horizontal, weight-bearing, and off-axis-angle projections. Each CloudDR configuration is designed to be simple, flexible, and elegant, while providing the best value in total cost of ownership over many years. Whether the need is to upgrade a crowded emergency room, a space limited private office, or a primary imaging department, a CloudDR configuration is available, quickly and reliably. CloudDR is better and affordable... without compromise or worrisome down-time. We guarantee it.